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The Americans
Republicans today often ask "What Would Reagan Do?", but many of them are misrepresenting Reagan's actual record.
Getting Right with Reagan sets the record straight.

The Reagan Diaries
This book posits that democracy promotion played a key role in the Reagan administration’s Cold War foreign policy. It
analyzes the democracy initiatives launched under Reagan and the role of administration officials, neoconservatives and
non-state actors, such as the National Endowment for Democracy (NED), in shaping a new model of democracy promotion,
characterized by aid to foreign political movements and the spread of neoliberal economics. The book discusses the
ideological, strategic and organizational aspects of U.S. democracy promotion in the 1980s, then analyzes case studies of
democracy promotion in the Soviet bloc and in U.S.-allied dictatorships in Latin America and East Asia, and, finally, reflects
on the legacy of Reagan’s democracy promotion and its influence on Clinton, Bush and Obama. Based on new research and
archival documents, this book shows that the development of democracy promotion under Reagan laid the foundations for
US post-Cold War foreign policy.

Known and Unknown
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A Companion to Ronald Reagan evaluates in unprecedented detail the events, policies, politics, and people of Reagan’s
administration. It assesses the scope and influence of his various careers within the context of the times, providing wideranging coverage of his administration, and his legacy. Assesses Reagan and his impact on the development of the United
States based on new documentary evidence and engagement with the most recent secondary literature Offers a mix of
historiographic chapters devoted to foreign and domestic policy, with topics integrated thematically and chronologically
Includes a section on key figures associated politically and personally with Reagan

An American Life
" In this sweeping memoir, Novak offers a full account of his involvement in the Valerie Plame CIA leak affair, while also
telling the story of his remarkable life and career, a singular journey through a half century of stories, scandals, and
personal en

AP® U.S. History Crash Course, For the 2020 Exam, Book + Online
Whereas the Western perspective on the Cold War has been well documented by journalists and historians, the Soviet side
has remained for the most part shrouded in secrecy--until now. Drawing on a vast range of recently released archives in the
United States, the United Kingdom, France, Germany, Russia, and Eastern Europe, Russia's Cold War offers a thorough and
fascinating analysis of East-West relations from 1917 to 1989.

Ronald Reagan's America
Finally, an economics and history book that focuses on just those topics Americans need to know to be informed citizens.

The Cambridge History of the Cold War
Ronald Reagan and the 1980s
The presidential historian charts the progression of American power from George Washington to George W. Bush, revealing
the exercise of power through the office as it has developed into an "imperial" seat of authority, in an updated edition of the
classic history. Reprint.
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Rendezvous with Destiny
In The Triumph of Improvisation, James Graham Wilson takes a long view of the end of the Cold War, from the Soviet
invasion of Afghanistan in December 1979 to Operation Desert Storm in January 1991. Drawing on deep archival research
and recently declassified papers, Wilson argues that adaptation, improvisation, and engagement by individuals in positions
of power ended the specter of a nuclear holocaust. Amid ambivalence and uncertainty, Mikhail Gorbachev, Ronald Reagan,
George Shultz, and George H. W. Bush—and a host of other actors—engaged with adversaries and adapted to a rapidly
changing international environment and information age in which global capitalism recovered as command economies
failed. Eschewing the notion of a coherent grand strategy to end the Cold War, Wilson paints a vivid portrait of how leaders
made choices; some made poor choices while others reacted prudently, imaginatively, and courageously to events they did
not foresee. A book about the burdens of responsibility, the obstacles of domestic politics, and the human qualities of
leadership, The Triumph of Improvisation concludes with a chapter describing how George H. W. Bush oversaw the
construction of a new configuration of power after the fall of the Berlin Wall, one that resolved the fundamental components
of the Cold War on Washington’s terms.

Russia's Cold War
Democracies cannot sustain unpopular wars. Vietnam was the most divisive for war for the American people. The enemy's
tenacity was not accounted for in U.S. war plans until there was frustration in the field, skepticism in the press, and
splintered support at home. After the Vietnam debacle the press's latitude to cover military action was increasingly
curtailed by the military and the government, which sought to control the flow and content of the news better than they
had in Vietnam by forcing reporters into supervised media pools.

The Complete Idiot's Guide to the American Presidency
The Triumph of Improvisation
Why policymaking in the United States privileges the rich over the poor Can a country be a democracy if its government
only responds to the preferences of the rich? In an ideal democracy, all citizens should have equal influence on government
policy—but as this book demonstrates, America's policymakers respond almost exclusively to the preferences of the
economically advantaged. Affluence and Influence definitively explores how political inequality in the United States has
evolved over the last several decades and how this growing disparity has been shaped by interest groups, parties, and
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elections. With sharp analysis and an impressive range of data, Martin Gilens looks at thousands of proposed policy
changes, and the degree of support for each among poor, middle-class, and affluent Americans. His findings are staggering:
when preferences of low- or middle-income Americans diverge from those of the affluent, there is virtually no relationship
between policy outcomes and the desires of less advantaged groups. In contrast, affluent Americans' preferences exhibit a
substantial relationship with policy outcomes whether their preferences are shared by lower-income groups or not. Gilens
shows that representational inequality is spread widely across different policy domains and time periods. Yet Gilens also
shows that under specific circumstances the preferences of the middle class and, to a lesser extent, the poor, do seem to
matter. In particular, impending elections—especially presidential elections—and an even partisan division in Congress
mitigate representational inequality and boost responsiveness to the preferences of the broader public. At a time when
economic and political inequality in the United States only continues to rise, Affluence and Influence raises important
questions about whether American democracy is truly responding to the needs of all its citizens.

The Legal, Ethical, and Regulatory Environment of Business
From George Washington to George W. In the course of the 2008 presidential campaigns, Americans became involved in
the political process at a level rarely seen in modern history. But even before the historic race, George W. Bush's tenure
had left many Americans wondering how we got to where we are today. The Complete Idiot's Guide® to the American
Presidency takes readers from the first president to the one who just stepped down - exploring the legacies of the greatest
leaders and the black marks against others, and showing the ways in which they left their stamp on both the nation and the
presidency itself. *Written by the author of the highly successful The Complete Idiot's Guide® to American History, Fifth
Edition *Appendices that list the presidents and their vice presidents, the presidential elections, and further reading

The American President's Cabinet
The Prince of Darkness
To accomplish your course goals, use this study guide to enhance your understanding of the text content and to be better
prepared for quizzes and tests. This convenient manual helps you assimilate and master the information encountered in the
text through the use of practice exercises and applications, comprehensive review tools, and additional helpful resources.

Getting Right with Reagan
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“A first-rate work of insider history . . . A monumental accomplishment.” —National Review The election that changed
everything: Craig Shirley’s masterful account of the 1980 presidential campaign reveals how a race judged “too close to
call” as late as Election Day became a Reagan landslide—and altered the course of history. To write Rendezvous with
Destiny, Shirley gained unprecedented access to 1980 campaign files and interviewed more than 150 insiders—from
Reagan’s closest advisers and family members to Jimmy Carter himself. His gripping account follows Reagan’s unlikely path
from his bitter defeat on the floor of the 1976 Republican convention, through his underreported “wilderness years,”
through grueling primary fights in which he knocked out several Republican heavyweights, through an often-nasty general
election campaign complicated by the presence of a third-party candidate (not to mention the looming shadow of Ted
Kennedy), to Reagan’s astounding victory on Election Night in 1980. Shirley’s years of intensive research have enabled him
to relate countless untold stories—including, at long last, the solution to one of the most enduring mysteries in politics: just
how Reagan’s campaign got hold of Carter’s debate briefing books.

Iran-Contra
For the past three decades, many history professors have allowed their biases to distort the way America’s past is taught.
These intellectuals have searched for instances of racism, sexism, and bigotry in our history while downplaying the
greatness of America’s patriots and the achievements of “dead white men.” As a result, more emphasis is placed on Harriet
Tubman than on George Washington; more about the internment of Japanese Americans during World War II than about DDay or Iwo Jima; more on the dangers we faced from Joseph McCarthy than those we faced from Josef Stalin. A Patriot’s
History of the United States corrects those doctrinaire biases. In this groundbreaking book, America’s discovery, founding,
and development are reexamined with an appreciation for the elements of public virtue, personal liberty, and private
property that make this nation uniquely successful. This book offers a long-overdue acknowledgment of America’s true and
proud history.

The Greenwood Library of American War Reporting: The Vietnam War & post-Vietnam conflicts
In suitably compact style, we present U.S. history with special emphasis on the important role of New York State within the
national context. A broad chronology highlights the causes and effects of major events that have shaped the nation and the
state. This multifaceted treatment embraces economics, culture and social history, domestic politics, international relations
and technology.

What I Saw at the Revolution
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The most popular Republican President in recent history is presented here in an authorized biography of Reagan's boyhood
days in Dixon, IL. The many differing perceptions of him are explored, from his popularity as a movie star, to his early and
deep love of Country and unflagging patriotism. Includes many original photographs.

Reagan, Bush, and Right-wing Politics
By the end of the 1980s, many Americans looked at the state of the nation with a renewed optimism, which was personified
by an enduring American president - Ronald Wilson Reagan. The essays in this volume revisit the 1980s in order to examine
the factors that contributed to his political and cultural triumphs and assess his legacy.

America in the Economic World
University of Central Arkansas
Reviewing United States And New York State History
This collection of essays by communication professionals significantly helps build a theory about the growing convergance
of communications expertise focused on public policymaking. Practical Public Affairs in an Era of Change discusses how
public affairs and public relations are halves of one whole, explores developments in the field, and addresses challenges
facing the profession. Set against a backdrop of stunning changes in communications technology and plummeting popular
faith in political leaders and institutions, this volume provides extraordinary and informative insight into the fields of public
affairs and public relations. The volume will introduce newcomers to the field and prove to be an invaluable resource for
those already involved. Co-published with the Public Relations Society of America.

Sg V2 American Passages
Visit www.rumsfeld.com for more. Discover Known and Unknown Deluxe offering an unprecedented reading experience for
a memoir by a major public figure. For web-connected readers, it features more than 500 links to never-before-available
original documents from Donald Rumsfeld's extensive personal archive. It includes State Department cables,
correspondence, and memoranda on topics such as Vietnam, Watergate, the days following 9/11, the wars in Iraq and
Afghanistan, and much more. Available in ePub and Adobe Reader. Like Donald Rumsfeld, Known and Unknown pulls no
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punches. With the same directness that defined his career in public service, Rumsfeld's memoir is filled with previously
undisclosed details and insights about the Bush administration, 9/11, and the wars in Afghanistan and Iraq. It also features
Rumsfeld's unique and often surprising observations on eight decades of history: his experiences growing up during the
Depression and World War II, his time as a Naval aviator; his service in Congress starting at age 30; his cabinet level
positions in the Nixon and Ford White Houses; his assignments in the Reagan administration; and his years as a successful
business executive in the private sector. Rumsfeld addresses the challenges and controversies of his illustrious career, from
the unseating of the entrenched House Republican leader in 1965, to helping the Ford administration steer the country
away from Watergate and Vietnam, to bruising battles over transforming the military for the 21st century, to the war in
Iraq, to confronting abuse at Abu Ghraib and allegations of torture at Guantanamo Bay. Along the way, he offers his
plainspoken, first-hand views and often humorous and surprising anecdotes about some of the world's best known figures,
from Margaret Thatcher to Saddam Hussein, from Henry Kissinger to Colin Powell, from Elvis Presley to Dick Cheney, and
each American president from Dwight D. Eisenhower to George W. Bush. Rumsfeld relies not only on his memory but also
on previously unreleased and recently declassified documents. Thousands of pages of documents not yet seen by the public
will be made available on an accompanying website. Known and Unknown delivers both a fascinating narrative for today's
readers and an unprecedented resource for tomorrow's historians. Proceeds from the sales of Known and Unknown will go
to the veterans charities supported by the Rumsfeld Foundation.

Practical Public Affairs in an Era of Change
This book publishes for the first time in print every word the American and Soviet leaders – Ronald Reagan, Mikhail
Gorbachev, and George H.W. Bush – said to each other in their superpower summits from 1985 to 1991. Obtained by the
authors through the Freedom of Information Act in the U.S., from the Gorbachev Foundation and the State Archive of the
Russian Federation in Moscow, and from the personal donation of Anatoly Chernyaev, these previously Top Secret verbatim
transcripts combine with key declassified preparatory and after-action documents from both sides to create a unique
interactive documentary record of these historic highest-level talks – the conversations that ended the Cold War.

A Companion to Ronald Reagan
Affluence and Influence
Ronald Reagan’s autobiography is a work of major historical importance. Here, in his own words, is the story of his
life—public and private—told in a book both frank and compellingly readable. Few presidents have accomplished more, or
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been so effective in changing the direction of government in ways that are both fundamental and lasting, than Ronald
Reagan. Certainly no president has more dramatically raised the American spirit, or done so much to restore national
strength and self-confidence. Here, then, is a truly American success story—a great and inspiring one. From modest
beginnings as the son of a shoe salesman in Tampico, Illinois, Ronald Reagan achieved first a distinguished career in
Hollywood and then, as governor of California and as president of the most powerful nation in the world, a career of public
service unique in our history. Ronald Reagan’s account of that rise is told here with all the uncompromising candor,
modesty, and wit that made him perhaps the most able communicator ever to occupy the White House, and also with the
sense of drama of a gifted natural storyteller. He tells us, with warmth and pride, of his early years and of the elements that
made him, in later life, a leader of such stubborn integrity, courage, and clear-minded optimism. Reading the account of
this childhood, we understand how his parents, struggling to make ends meet despite family problems and the rigors of the
Depression, shaped his belief in the virtues of American life—the need to help others, the desire to get ahead and to get
things done, the deep trust in the basic goodness, values, and sense of justice of the American people—virtues that few
presidents have expressed more eloquently than Ronald Reagan. With absolute authority and a keen eye for the details and
the anecdotes that humanize history, Ronald Reagan takes the reader behind the scenes of his extraordinary career, from
his first political experiences as president of the Screen Actors Guild (including his first meeting with a beautiful young
actress who was later to become Nancy Reagan) to such high points of his presidency as the November 1985 Geneva
meeting with Mikhail Gorbachev, during which Reagan invited the Soviet leader outside for a breath of fresh air and then
took him off for a walk and a man-to-man chat, without aides, that set the course for arms reduction and charted the end of
the Cold War. Here he reveals what went on behind his decision to enter politics and run for the governorship of California,
the speech nominating Barry Goldwater that first made Reagan a national political figure, his race for the presidency, his
relations with the members of his own cabinet, and his frustrations with Congress. He gives us the details of the great
themes and dramatic crises of his eight years in office, from Lebanon to Grenada, from the struggle to achieve arms control
to tax reform, from Iran-Contra to the visits abroad that did so much to reestablish the United States in the eyes of the
world as a friendly and peaceful power. His narrative is full of insights, from the unseen dangers of Gorbachev’s first visit to
the United States to Reagan’s own personal correspondence with major foreign leaders, as well as his innermost feelings
about life in the White House, the assassination attempt, his family—and the enduring love between himself and Mrs.
Reagan. An American Life is a warm, richly detailed, and deeply human book, a brilliant self-portrait, a significant work of
history.

Nominations
This volume examines the origins and early years of the Cold War in the first comprehensive historical reexamination of the
period. A team of leading scholars shows how the conflict evolved from the geopolitical, ideological, economic and
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sociopolitical environments of the two world wars and interwar period.

What We Have Done
A speechwriter in the Reagan Administration describes life in and around the White House, the speechwriting process, and
the experience of being a woman in a traditionally male environment.

Ronald Reagan's Crusade
American Past and Present
The American President's Cabinet examines the very different ways in which the seven presidents from Kennedy to Bush
used the institution of the cabinet. It considers the way presidents appoint cabinet members as well as the conduct of
cabinet meetings. It also studies the sometimes fraught relationships between the cabinet members, working in the various
departments scattered throughout Washington, and those who work in the White House itself in the Executive Office of the
President. A postscript on the Clinton cabinet is also included.

American Passages
Im American Passages Brief
Emphasizes the relevance of legal environment topics to business functions (e.g., marketing, finance, human resources,
accounting, manufacturing). Excerpted cases include substantial portions of original language of the court and competing
arguments. The text presents a strong emphasis on ethics, international law, environmental law, and women's legal
concerns.

The Last Superpower Summits
"Nothing about us without us" has been a core principle of American disability rights activists for more than half a century.
It represents a response by people with disabilities to being treated with scorn and abuse or as objects of pity, and to
having the most fundamental decisions relating to their lives--where they would live; if and how they would be educated; if
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they would be allowed to marry or have families; indeed, if they would be permitted to live at all--made by those who were,
in the parlance of the movement, "temporarily able-bodied." In What We Have Done: An Oral History of the Disability Rights
Movement, Fred Pelka takes that slogan at face value. He presents the voices of disability rights activists who, in the period
from 1950 to 1990, transformed how society views people with disabilities, and recounts how the various streams of the
movement came together to push through the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990, the most sweeping civil rights
legislation since passage of the Civil Rights Act of 1964. Beginning with the stories of those who grew up with disabilities in
the 1940s and '50s, the book traces how disability came to be seen as a political issue, and how people with
disabilities--often isolated, institutionalized, and marginalized--forged a movement analogous to the civil rights, women's
rights, and gay rights movements, and fought for full and equal participation in American society.

The Reagan Administration, the Cold War, and the Transition to Democracy Promotion
During his two terms as the 40th President of the United States, Ronald Reagan kept a daily diary in which he recorded, by
hand, his innermost thoughts and observations on the extraordinary, the historic, and the routine day-to-day occurrences of
his presidency. Now, nearly two decades after he left office, this remarkable record—the only daily Presidential diary in
American history—is available for the first time. Edited by historian Douglas Brinkley, The Reagan Diaries provides a striking
insight into one of this nation’s most important presidencies and sheds new light on the character of a true American
leader. Whether he was in his White House residence study or aboard Air Force One, each night Reagan wrote about the
events of his day, which often included his relationships with other world leaders and the unforgettable moments that
defined the era. Seldom before has the American public been given access to the unfiltered experiences and opinions of a
President in his own words. To read these diaries—filled with Reagan’s trademark wit, sharp intelligence, and humor—is to
gain a unique understanding of one of the most beloved occupants of the Oval Office in our nation’s history.

U.S. History
"REA: the test prep AP teachers recommend."

The Americans
This student resource guide is organized by chapter and contains chapter outlines, essay questions, identification items,
objective questions, and map exercises which are intended to aid in the student's understanding of the material.

A Patriot's History of the United States
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A thorough examination of the significance of President Reagan's domestic policies.

The Imperial Presidency
Published by OpenStax College, U.S. History covers the breadth of the chronological history of the United States and also
provides the necessary depth to ensure the course is manageable for instructors and students alike. U.S. History is
designed to meet the scope and sequence requirements of most courses. The authors introduce key forces and major
developments that together form the American experience, with particular attention paid to considering issues of race,
class and gender. The text provides a balanced approach to U.S. history, considering the people, events and ideas that
have shaped the United States from both the top down (politics, economics, diplomacy) and bottom up (eyewitness
accounts, lived experience).

When Things Went Right
When Things Went Right is a colorful and insightful portrait of Washington at the beginning of the Reagan-Bush era
(November 1980–March 1983) as lived and recorded by an insider in his personal journal. Chase Untermeyer was a Texas
state legislator and former journalist when called to national service by his friend and mentor George H. W. Bush after the
1980 election. In his journal entries and subsequent annotations he describes how the Reagan Administration began to
grapple with the major national and international challenges it inherited. He also reveals specifically how then–Vice
President Bush, Reagan’s former rival, became a valued participant in this effort, in the process solidifying the vice
presidency as a significant position in modern American government. As executive assistant to the Vice President,
Untermeyer saw how Bush, Reagan, and their top associates began asserting conservative principles on domestic, political,
and foreign affairs. He captured in his journal not just the events of each day but also the atmosphere, the key
personalities, and the witty, trenchant, and revealing things they said. The book’s long-lasting value will be in providing
historians of the period with telling anecdotes and quotations that were caught and preserved with a reporter’s eye and ear.
In addition to perceptive portraits of Reagan and Bush, When Things Went Right also features numerous cameo
appearances by such diverse characters as Margaret Thatcher, Pope John Paul II, Emperor Hirohito of Japan, Clare Boothe
Luce, and jazz great Lionel Hampton. For those who look back on the presidencies of Reagan and Bush with nostalgia and
respect, and also for those interested in the inner workings of the administration during its earliest days, this is the story of
the time “when things went right.”
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ROMANCE ACTION & ADVENTURE MYSTERY & THRILLER BIOGRAPHIES & HISTORY CHILDREN’S YOUNG ADULT FANTASY
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